
Robert Smith
Scaffold Foreman

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To obtain a Scaffold Foreman position where I can utilize my proficiency and knowledge of my job 
expertise, Developing a career track, Leveraging your current skills in a challenging role, Working 
with an incredible team of people, Promote, demonstrate, and instill Brocks B Safe and B Best 
Culture in all aspects of the business.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, First Aid CPR, Communicational.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Scaffold Foreman
ABC Corporation  July 2001 – March 2007 
 Reported to operations, walk the task site, discuss hazards and job scopes then receive safe 

workers permit.
 Checked safety showers and existing Hazards Examines, selects and gathers materials and 

tools Barricade area and post tags on barricades Fill out JSA and discuss with crew members 
Fill out critical safety analysis form Assembles scaffold containing handrails, mid rails, braces 
and planks, toe boards, screening, locking pins and wheels to job specifications.

 Filled out material list after scaffold is erected Fill out scaffold audit sheet Retain post job from
operations Clean area after task is completed, walk task site with operations again then sign 
off permit.

 Used carpentry hand tools such as hammers, levels, screw drivers, adjustable wrenches, and 
pry bars.

 Take headcount Line all crews out with scheduled tasks Make sure all employees have correct 
PPE Receive permits for workers Inspect and update scaffold tags.

 Followed up with supervisor with daily task performances.
 Checked status for time-in &amp; time-out Attend foreman meetings.

Scaffold Foreman
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2001 
 My job requirements were to meet with plant operations on a daily basis to get direction from 

the client on what scaffold jobs were to be worked that .
 Responsible for all scaffolding OSHA, MSHA, and any plant regulation requirements 

(competent person) Responsible for all crews Personal Protective .
 Safety Office, holewatch and fire watch.
 Making sure the grounds are in very safe working conditions for other employees.
 Went from lead boiler to foreman.
 Installation of ladders, walkways and handrails at a construction site or shipping area using a 

variety of power tools and lifts.
 Responsible for cleaning and preparing construction sites, including removing debris and 

dangerous materials.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma
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